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Gas springs provide a number of benefits in automotive, marine, industrial and domestic springing 
applications, especially wherever controlled damping is required. Whether displaced in tension or 
compression, gas springs provide a nearly constant force through their entire stroke as compared to 
coil or leaf metallic or composite springs. They can also be constructed with special features such as 
variable damping and blocking. 

Tunalift gas spring procures qualified engineering solutions related to the usage areas you have 
designed and provides support. It adopts quality and conformity to world standards in manufacturing. 



PRODUCTION STAGE

 

When designing gas springs the vital information required are: travel (stroke) length, installation (total) 
length, weight assisted/counterbalanced (force), and mounting place (end fittings). Other information, 
such as extension speed, installation position, etc. may be required in order to design gas 
springs/dampers for special needs. 

Tunalift gas spring overtakes the work loads in your daily life and provides support with the superior 
quality engineering services rendered by our firm to usage areas that may even be designed by you 
with new solutions. 



APPLICATIONS
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The gas springs we manufacture have various technical applications in all branches of industry. Tunalift 
products are used both, as original parts in bus and agricultural machinery production as well as in 
automotive aftermarket. Within Automotive Industry our products are used on most of car brands applied to 
vehicles tailgates and bonnets, bus luggage door and seats, service trucks, motorhomes, caravan side panels, and 
many other places according to customers request. In furniture Industry our products can be applied on cabinets, 
drawers, wall beds, chairs, office chairs, swivel chairs, folding beds, sofa bed, as well as in leisure products such 
as exercise equipment. Furthermore, our gas springs are also used for medical equipment manufacturing, 
Industrial/Agricultural machinery and tractor cabins. 

Based on its successful experience and with  continuous quality  improvement  philosophy  TUNALIFT 
provides high quality products, competitive rates, fast on-time delivery schedule, tailor-made products 
and efficient services which ultimate goal is “Customer Satisfaction”. TUNALIFT is a self challenging 
company interested in growing and improving continuously to exceed our clients expectations. 
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